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Chongqing, 
China

Cairo, 
Egypt



Simmons Hall, MIT – Stephen Holl





The tiered approach to reducing carbon for 
COOLING:

Maximize the amount of energy required for mechanical 
cooling that comes from renewable sources.
Source: Lechner. Heating, Cooling, Lighting.

Tier 1

Tier 2

Tier 3

Heat Avoidance

Passive Cooling

Mechanical Cooling



Passive cooling is the counterpart of passive heating. 
While passive heating is driven only by the sun, 
passive cooling can use various heat sinks and climate 
influences to decrease heat.

1. Ventilative Cooling

2. Radiative Cooling

3. Evaporative Cooling

4. Dehumidification

5. Mass effect Cooling





4 main strategy modes for PASSIVE COOLING design



But first, 
think about



If it does not get IN, you 
don’t have to deal with it!

One way to avoid heat gain 
is by modifying the glazing.

Atrium buildings have long 
had issues with solar gain, 
so some of the glass is 
opaque to give the 
appearance of “sky” 
without the solar gain.

Toronto, Eaton Centre – Zeidler Partnership



Salt Lake City Library, Moshe Safdie



Blinds must be manually drawn by the librarian every sunny day to 
avoid baking the children in the lower library area!





Before resorting to 
expensive glass, think 
shading systems!



Shading systems need not 
be complex or highly 
technical!



It is important to recognize that passive 
cooling is much more dependent on 
climate than passive heating.  Thus the 
passive cooling strategies for hot and 
dry climates are very different from 
those for hot and humid climates. 

Often the temperate climate is the 
hardest to design for to balance heating 
and cooling requirements as neither 
dominates for decision-making.



Hot arid climates use diurnal (day to night) 
temperature variation and avoid heat gain 
AND natural ventilation!



Hot humid climates count on natural ventilation and 
light weight materials as the day to night temperature 
variation is minimal.



Temperate and cold climate buildings must hit the middle ground as not to compromise 
their more dominant heating season passive gain strategies.

Seattle City Hall



OK, we have maxxed out on Heat 
Avoidance...

Now what??

Phoenix Public 
Library



As much as possible, passive cooling uses natural 
forces, energies, and heat sinks.

Since the goal is to create thermal comfort during the 
summer (the over-heated period), we can either :

1. cool the building by removing heat from the 
building by finding a heat sink

2. raise the comfort zone sufficiently to include the 
high indoor temperature by increasing the air 
velocity so that the comfort zone shifts to higher 
temperatures.



Passive cooling relies on two primary strategies:

1. First and foremost, HEAT AVOIDANCE, 
prevent heat from getting into the building! If it does 
not come in, we don’t need to get rid of it.

- use shading devices

- create a cool microclimate to discourage heat buildup

2. Get rid of unwanted heat that comes into the building

- in cold and temperate climate, mainly via ventilation



Winds needed

Seek shade

Remove 
Humidity











Massey College, Ron Thom Architect, 
University of Toronto



Trees planted close to the building on the south side can shade the walls 
and roof.



Trees on the west and east sides can block low sunlight in the 
morning and afternoon.



Exterior shading like this 
cools the microclimate. 
More on this later!



Trellises can provide shade to the building and outdoor rooms.















St. John Ambulance Headquarters, Edmonton, Manasc Isaac Architects



Watch for 
falling ice if 
you dare sit 
on those 
benches!



Office building in Des 
Moines, Murphy and 
Associates





Stratus Vineyards, Niagara-on-the-Lake







1. Exhausting warm building air and replacing it with 
cooler outside air

2. Directing moving air across occupants’ skin to 
create convection and evaporation

3. Achieved by the wind, stack effect or fans.

You have to not only provide openings but also, locate 
them correctly, make sure they are large enough, for 
this to work properly!!



Reason for the air to flow:

1. Natural convection currents caused by differences in temperature

2. Differences in pressure
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excellent poor

poor

poor

excellent

good

good

poor

• Fin walls can 
significantly 
increase 
ventilation through 
windows on the 
same wall.

• Poor ventilation 
results from fin 
walls placed on the 
same side of each 
window or when 
two fins are used 
on each window.



























Green on the Grand, Kitchener:

For operable windows to be able to work, 
you have to have enough of them as well as 
provide for through ventilation.



IMPORTANT!

For natural ventilation to work you 
need:

OPERABLE WINDOWS – the more 
the better in our climate

FLOW THROUGH ABILITY – air must 
be able to move







Add heat!



YMCA Environmental Learning Centre











YMCA Burrows:



The exchange of sensible heat in the air for the latent heat of water 
droplets of wetted surfaces. It may be used to: 

•Cool the building (where wetted surfaces are cooled by evaporation),

•Cool building air (directly by evaporation or indirectly by contact 
with a surface previously cooled by evaporation), 

•Or cool the occupants (where evaporation of perspiration cools the 
skin surface.)

Sensible heat is the dry heat in the air.

Latent heat is the wet heat released into the air as water changes 
from liquid to vapour by evaporation or boiling.



Direct Evaporative Cooling



Wind passing over the 
water can pick up 
humidity in dry 
climates and carry it 
into the building.

Direct 
Evaporative 
Cooling











Massey College, Toronto



Perimeter Institute, Waterloo











BedZED







Solar chimney at the computer building, York University



Transfer of heat from warmer surface to cooler 
surrounding surface (or outer space). It may be used 
to cool the building (where warm building surfaces 
radiate heat to the sky) or to cool the people 
(where the warm skin radiates heat to the cooler 
building surfaces -- to the cool walls of an 
underground building, for example.























The Harold Hay House, Atascadero, CA 1967
The house uses a roof pond system for cooling and heating the 
building.







The front of the building faces south. Main structure is concrete 
block shear walls with a steel pan roof.



Interior of the house. Concrete block is left exposed. Steel pan 
roof spans between the load bearing walls. That is Harold Hay at 
the left of the image.



The steel pan roof is 
used to transfer the 
heat from the water 
bags on the roof to 
the room, or from 
the room to the 
water bags, as a 
function of the indoor 
and outdoor 
temperatures.



View at the 
back/north side of 
the house. Here you 
can see the black 
bags that hold the 
water partially 
exposed to the sun. 
Since it is 95F 
outside and only 
85F inside, this 
exposure is causing 
heat transfer to the 
interior.



Here we can see the insulating cover panels being pulled back to 
expose the pond roof to the sun.



Roof panels fully open and 
stacked over the carport.

Roof panels commencing 
closure.



Roof panels are almost fully closed, preventing heat transfer to 
the interior.



Green roof on the Vancouver 
Public Library



Green roof on the Stantec Building, Edmonton, Winter 2005



Green roof on the New Canadian War Museum, Ottawa



Perimeter Institute, Waterloo



The removal of water vapour from room air by 
dilution with drier air, through condensation, or 
dessication. 

This process can be very difficult to achieve in a 
passive way in hot humid climates where there is no 
dry air available to use to dehumidify and the 
relative humidity is above 80%.



EconoSorb: 
Energy consumption is 25% of a 
standard desiccant dehumidifier and 
50% of a mechanical unit rated at 68 F 
and 60% RH.
Available in standard and tropical 
designs.
Capacity range: 500 to 20,000 scfm. 20 
to over 400 lbs/hr of water removal 

Integrated 
desiccant 
dehumidification 
and vapor 
compression 
cooling 
technologies, 
utilizing SSCR 
rotors.

CoolSorb:
Energy consumption is 33% of a 
standard desiccant dehumidifier and 
60% of a mechanical unit rated at 68 
F and 60% RH, requiring only one air 
stream.
Capacity range: 800 to 12,000 scfm. 
8 to over 130 lbs/hr of water 
removal 



The use of thermal storage to absorb heat during the 
warmest part of the day and release it during a cooler 
part. “Night flushing”, where cooler air is drawn through 
a building to exhaust heat stored during the day in 
massive floors and walls is an example of daily-cycle-
mass-effect-cooling.

A good strategy to couple with direct gain passive solar 
systems that will tend to absorb heat from its thermal 
mass component during the day of hot cycles.

















You have to make them to explain this, and they sure 
had better be based on sound thought...





Remaining “Wicked Problems”



Natural Ventilation

• A key way to reduce the energy required to 
power a building is via the elimination of A/C

• Not all buildings can tolerate the resulting 
humidity or fluctuations in interior 
environment that can result from no A/C

• Urban environments can be too “dirty” for 
natural ventilation

• Urban environments can be too noisy for 
natural ventilation
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